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 Media Exaggerations 
US Daily 2021 Coronavirus Deaths 

Part 6 – Update for the Year 2021 (Proof It’s Just the Flu!) 
Summary for January, 2021 through October 31, 2021 

 
In my first article, I took to task the Associated Press article of fear-porn through the 
statistical insignificance of this fraud known as Covid-19.  This is one of those times 
when Jesus was speaking about being deceived and the need for discernment.  Three 
times in the Gospels, Jesus raised the warning about being deceived, and that even the 
very elect might be deceived. –(Matthew 24:24, 31; Mark 13:22). 
 
The Associated Press reported record death rate of 3,309 was for December 12th.  In 
that article I noted that my data is from the official government reporting itself.  What I 
want you to recognize is that these people at the government public health agencies lie 
worse than a child seeking to avoid a good spanking.  This article has the daily 
summary for the entire month of December, 2020, and you can draw your own 
conclusions from what I share about the vaccine wizards as to whether the facts justify 
calling this a Pandemic, Epidemic, Plandemic, or a Scamdemic.   
 
   Reported             National 
December         Covid-19 Deaths     Percentage Rate                Population 
 
       “  1st  1,172  1172 is 0.00035407854984894% of 331,000,000. 
       “  2nd   2,597  2597 is 0.00079418960244648% of 331,000,000. 
       “  3rd  3,157  3157 is 0.00095377643504532% of 331,000,000. 
       “  4th   2,879  2879 is 0.00086978851963746% of 331,000,000. 
       “  5th   2,607  2607 is 0.00078761329305136% of 331,000,000. 
       “  6th   2,254   2254 is 0.00068096676737160% of 331,000,000. 
       “  7th   1,113  1113 is 0.00033625377643505% of 331,000,000. 
       “  8th   1,404  1404 is 0.00042416918429003% of 331,000,000. 
       “  9th   2,546  2546 is 0.00076918429003021% of 331,000,000. 
       “ 10th   3,124  3124 is 0.00094380664652568% of 331,000,000. 
       “ 11th   2,768  2768 is 0.00083625377643505% of 331,000,000. 
       “ 12th   3,309  3309 is 0.00099969788519637% of 331,000,000. 
       “ 13th   2,368  2368 is 0.00071540785498489%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 14th   1,389  1389 is 0.00041963746223565%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 15th  1,311  1311 is 0.00039607250755287%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 16th   3,019  3019 is 0.00091208459214502%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 17th   3,656  3656 is 0.00110453172205440%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 18th   3,270  3270 is 0.00098791540785498%  of 331,000,000. 
       “ 19th   2,814  2814 is 0.00085015105740181%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 20th   2,571  2571 is 0.00077673716012085% of 331,000,000. 
      “ 21st             1,509  1509 is 0.00045589123867069% of 331,000,000. 
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      “ 22nd        1,696  1696 is 0.00051238670694864% of 331,000,000. 
      “ 23rd   3,401  3401 is 0.00102749244712990%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 24th   3,353  3353 is 0.00101299093655590%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 25th   2,899  2899 is 0.00087583081570997%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 26th   1,223  1223 is 0.00036948640483384%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 27th   1,663  1663 is 0.00050241691842900%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 28th   1,209  1209 is 0.00036525679758308%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 29th   1,718  1718 is 0.00051903323262840%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 30th   3,725  3725 is 0.00112537764350450%  of 331,000,000. 
      “ 31st   3,744  3744 is 0.00113111782477340%  of 331,000,000. 
 
What does this chart suggest or tell you?  Keep in your mind, the nation only has 3,242 
counties, 3,241 plus the District of Columbia. [100 counties are in the Territories] 
 

1. The population of the U.S.A. is 331,000,000 million. (U.S. 2020 Official    
Census Data). 

2. Only two days, the 30th & 31st, have a death rate greater than 1/1000th of a 
percent. 

3. On seven days, the, 12th, 17th, 18th, 23rd, 24th, 30th and 31st have more than 1 
death nationwide per the total 3,142 counties in the U.S. 

4. On twenty-four days of December the death rate was less than 1/10,000th of 
a percent. 

5. The U.S. national average death rate (total for all causes, accidents, 
homicides, natural causes, heart attacks, suicides, etc.) is approximately 
7,800 per day.  The CDC states 7,700.  A difference of one hundred deaths a 
day is an insignificant statistic and an acceptable number for this study. 
 

This year’s flu season 2020/2021 is not being counted for deaths labeled as the flu.  
This has never occurred in past years.  The CDC has for some unstated unspecific 
reason decided NOT to count deaths to flu as a specific category in years past.  Why 
so?  My intuition tells me it was so that they could label all those who have died from the 
flu as being included in with the alleged Covid-19. Isn’t this just convenient for those 
pushing vaccines?  Either their decision are due to plain stupidity or intentional deceit; 
and perhaps in order to inflate the numbers of infections and the cases alleged died of 
Covid-19. 
 
Consider this in perspective, if on any single day during December, 2020, if the death 
rate was just 1% that would equate to 3,310,000 deaths in the nation. That would be a 
pandemic!  We are only seeing a real death rate of 1/1,000th percentage.  December 
31st had 3,744 deaths. This is still less than half the average number of deaths in the 
U.S. based upon the daily average number of people dying on a given day! 
 
Last year, the WHO or World Health Organization changed the rules by which define a 
pandemic.  The rules now state a pandemic can be declared when there is a single 
case of a like disease in just three countries.  Yes, all it takes to declare a pandemic is a 
total of three deaths with the same symptoms, one per country.  The WHO is a UN 
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institution and reflects poor leadership, poor data tracking, ineptness, and fraudulent 
corrupt behavior. The WHO Director was formerly a Top Member of the Violent 
Ethiopian Communist Party which was listed as a Terrorist Organization by the U.S. 
Government.  Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, as well as being the first WHO director 
without a medical degree, and also has a somewhat political background compared to 
his predecessors.  https://conservativeus.com/who-director-was-top . 
 
Another issue has since been noted that we should watch carefully the data.   
 
In perhaps the most controversial point we can confirm that official data shows that the 
first and second waves of alleged Covid deaths correspond with the roll out of this 
year’s WHO-approved flu vaccines. 
 
Evidence from the WHO’s own records shows that the vaccine shots are known to kill 5 
out of every 1,324 healthy adults, as well as causing 344 to have medically attended 
adverse events.   Damning evidence from the WHO implicitly states that the current 
batch of UK flu shots is expected to kill 377 of every 100,000 healthy adults, between 18 
and 65.  However, that mortality rate would obviously increase substantially for the 
elderly and sick, who were the largest UK demographic to receive it by 26/03/2020 [8.5 
million of the 14 million vaccinated by that date]. 
 
A U.S. male nurse who previously tested negative to the alleged Covid, received the 
Pfizer vaccine, was then tested eight days later and was said to have the virus.  Did he 
receive a mysterious “gift” in the vaccine?   
 
The various private and public or government health agencies, such as the NIH, CDC, 
NIAID, and WHO are conducting a psyop fraud hoaxed upon the American people from 
day 1, back on March 23rd, 2020.  It has been orchestrated by Dr. Anthony Fauci of the 
NIAID and William Gates, his financial benefactor.  Emails do exist showing that Bill 
Gates hired an advertising company to push the virus scare spending $200-million on 
media coverage.  Bill Gates owns a patent share for the particular gene that has been 
labeled Covid-19 through the Rothschild-owned Pirbright Institute in Surrey, UK.  That 
patent was issued in 2017, along with one issued in 2006, for the SARS-vid-2 pathogen 
family from which the alleged Covid-19 is part of.  Check the link here:  
The Pirbright Institute (UK) is the patentee of the CORONAVIRUS U.S. Pat. No. 
10,130,701 .   
 
Here is definitive proof that Anthony S. Fauci, MD and Bill Gates are engaged in a 
massive conflict of interest regarding the Coronavirus outbreak and Gates’ association 
with the Pirbright Coronavirus patent? 
 
Kelly Davio. (Oct. 28, 2019). NIH, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Collaborate to 
Develop Gene-Based HIV Treatment. American Journal of Managed Care (AJMC). 
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2019-10-28-NIH-Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-
Foundation-Collaborate-to-Develop-Gene-Based-HIV-Treatment-by-Kelly-Davio-
American-Journal-of-Managed-Care-(AJMC)-Oct-28-2019.pdf 

https://conservativeus.com/who-director-was-top
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-11-20-US-Pat-No-10130701-CORONAVIRUS-Assignee-THE-PIRBRIGHT-INSTUTUTE-Woking-Great-Britain-funded-by-Wellcome-Trust-and-Gates-Foundation-USPTO-Nov-20-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-11-20-US-Pat-No-10130701-CORONAVIRUS-Assignee-THE-PIRBRIGHT-INSTUTUTE-Woking-Great-Britain-funded-by-Wellcome-Trust-and-Gates-Foundation-USPTO-Nov-20-2018.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2019-10-28-NIH-Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-Foundation-Collaborate-to-Develop-Gene-Based-HIV-Treatment-by-Kelly-Davio-American-Journal-of-Managed-Care-(AJMC)-Oct-28-2019.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2019-10-28-NIH-Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-Foundation-Collaborate-to-Develop-Gene-Based-HIV-Treatment-by-Kelly-Davio-American-Journal-of-Managed-Care-(AJMC)-Oct-28-2019.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2019-10-28-NIH-Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-Foundation-Collaborate-to-Develop-Gene-Based-HIV-Treatment-by-Kelly-Davio-American-Journal-of-Managed-Care-(AJMC)-Oct-28-2019.pdf
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2019-10-28-NIH-Bill-and-Melinda-Gates-Foundation-Collaborate-to-Develop-Gene-Based-HIV-Treatment-by-Kelly-Davio-American-Journal-of-Managed-Care-(AJMC)-Oct-28-2019.pdf
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Furthermore, In June, 2020, Gates lied about his involvement with Microchips Biotech in 
a CBS interview, saying, “I’ve never been involved in any sort of microchip-type thing.” 
Ten days later, his foundation gave Microchips Biotech another $1 million grant.  In fact, 
Gates lied not only about Microchips Biotech, but about another microchip project - one 
with strong ties to COVID-19 tracking initiatives.   
 
Below is a copy of a letter I received in my email during the week of Christmas, 2020, 
from a Public Health professional at a university hospital lab in southern California. 

__________________________________________________________ 
 

Letter testimony from a CA Public Health expert in Virology and Immunology 
 

Rob ?+&%#$ [Name removed to protect identity] 

 

Officially its the flu. 

 

“I have a PhD in virology and immunology. I'm a clinical lab scientist and have tested 

1500 "supposed" positive Covid 19 samples collected here in S. California. When my 

lab team and I did the testing through Koch's postulates and observation under a 

SEM (scanning electron microscope), we found NO Covid in any of the 1500 

samples. What we found was that all of the 1500 samples were mostly Influenza A 

and some were influenza B, but not a single case of Covid, and we did not use the 

B.S. PCR test. We then sent the remainder of the samples to Stanford, Cornell, and a 

few of the University of California labs and they found the same results as we did, NO 

COVID. They found influenza A and B. All of us then spoke to the CDC and asked for 

viable samples of COVID, which CDC said they could not provide as they did not 

have any samples. 

 

“We have now come to the firm conclusion through all our research and lab work, 

that the COVID 19 was imaginary and fictitious. The flu was called Covid and most of 

the 225,000 dead were dead through co-morbidities such as heart disease, cancer, 

diabetes, emphysema etc. and they then got the flu which further weakened their 

immune system and they died. I have yet to find a single viable sample of Covid 19 

to work with. 

 

“We at the 7 universities that did the lab tests on these 1500 samples are now suing 

the CDC for Covid 19 fraud. the CDC has yet to send us a single viable, isolated and 

purifed sample of Covid 19. If they can't or won't send us a viable sample, I say there 

is no Covid 19, it is fictitious. The four research papers that do describe the genomic 

extracts of the Covid 19 virus never were successful in isolating and purifying the 

samples. All the four papers written on Covid 19 only describe small bits of RNA 

which were only 37 to 40 base pairs long which is NOT A VIRUS. A viral genome is 

typically 30,000 to 40,000 base pairs. With as bad as Covid is supposed to be all over 

the place, how come no one in any lab world wide has ever isolated and purified this 

virus in its entirety? That's because they've never really found the virus, all they've 
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ever found was small pieces of RNA which were never identified as the virus 

anyway. 

 

“So what we're dealing with is just another flu strain like every year, COVID 19 does 

not exist and is fictitious. I believe China and the globalists orchestrated this COVID 

hoax (the flu disguised as a novel virus) to bring in global tyranny and a worldwide 

police totalitarian surveillance state, and this plot included massive election fraud.” 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The media are not telling you that Australia just a few weeks ago cancelled its vaccine 
program after a series of deaths from the first vaccine being given a week in advance of 
the U.S. program were contaminated with AIDS.  The vaccine had been reported to 
have been enhanced with elements of AIDS, and SARS-CoV2 for “gain of function” or 
enhanced lethality.  This could not occur naturally but had to be done in a lab by those 
engineering a bioweapon.   
 
The obvious agenda was to increase the death rate potential.  Dr. Anthony Fauci was 
involved in a program with the Chinese Communist Party to do work on “gain of 
function”.  He paid the CCP a total of $7.4-million dollars for China to enhance virus 
lethality!  He did this illegally, even after being shut down by President Donald Trump. 
 
The CDC in August, 2020 released new data that depicts how many Americans who 
have died from COVID-19 also had other contributing health conditions. 
 
According to the report, only 6% of deaths have COVID-19 as the only cause 
mentioned, revealing that 94% of patients who died from the Coronavirus also had other 

comorbidity “health conditions and contributing causes.”  6% does not suggest the 
existence of a pandemic, nor does it even suggest an epidemic!  Think 

more of it being both a scamdemic an plandemic! 

 
Are you familiar with the Koch Postulates?  The author of the reproduced letter above 
states his lab use this universal protocol to determine the existence of a virus.  Permit 
me to explain what they are and why Covid-19 is not a virus! 
 
The Koch Postulates are the “Gold” standard in biochemistry and biology of what is and 
what can be classified as a virus.  The vaccine industry has pulled a slick confidence 
game on the world over the past century.  I have purchased and read a dozen books on 
immunity, pathogens, virology, biochemistry, and other medical books exposing the lies 
of vaccination.  There are many falsely labeled viruses that have failed to produce any 
existence using the Koch Postulates.  Every two years a new pandemic scare is 
released on the public, bat flu, bird flu, zika, Ebola, swine flu, AIDS, etc.     
 
Covid-19 is a scam, plain and simple!  The tragedy comes in that many will die 
needlessly.  If you are like most people, you believe your government cares about your 
health.  There is a dark side to this scam, but keep this in mind.  Covid-19 was first 
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patented in 2007, and again in 2017/18.  By patenting a pathogen (Covid-19), the patent 
holder earns royalties on the profits from their useless vaccines.  The fact that a patent 
has been issue previously proves that the vaccine for this alleged pathogen has existed 
for 13 years.  That’s correct.  The dark “evil” side is the Vaxxes are not vaccines.  They 
are “experimental” Gene Therapy experiments.  With each shot a person receives, their 
life expectancy will decline significantly.   
 
The pharmaceutical firms have blanket immunity from legal claims for damage resulting 
from their vaccines.  You cannot sue them, thanks to our government providing them 
legislative immunity of being sued! 
 

 
 
I am keeping this short as I can get very detailed.  I can prove every word of this article 
as factual and true.  The media, like the Associated Press source of the basic press 
release which in my first article, I was exposing as a fake, a lie, a manufactured 
deception.  Your television networks – ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, and CNN are playing a 
terrible psyop on you if you believe their undocumented claims.  The links on page 3 
and 4 confirm the facts stated in this report.  NO ONE HAS PRODUCED A BONAFIDE 
VIRUS CALLED COVID-19 USING THE KOCH POSTULATES!  The same is true for 
the SARS2-CoV-02 virus.    
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   Reported             National 
January, 2021         Covid-19 Deaths     Percentage Rate                Population 
       “  1st  3,419  3419 is 0.00103293051359520% of 331,000,000.       
       “  2nd   2,051  2051 is 0.00061963746223565% of 331,000,000. 
       “  3rd  2,398  2398 is 0.00072447129909366% of 331,000,000. 
       “  4th   1,394  1394 is 0.00042114803625378% of 331,000,000. 
       “  5th   1,903  1903 is 0.00057492447129909% of 331,000,000. 
       “  6th   3,775  3775 is 0.00114048338368580% of 331,000,000. 
       “  7th   3,865  3865 is 0.00116767371601210% of 331,000,000. 
       “  8th   4,085  4085 is 0.00123413897280970% of 331,000,000. 
       “  9th   3,456  3456 is 0.00104410876132930% of 331,000,000. 
       “10th   3,735  3735 is 0.00112839879154080% of 331,000,000. 
       “11th   1,814  1814 is 0.00054803625377644% of 331,000,000. 
       “12th   1,731  1731 is 0.00052296072507553% of 331,000,000. 
       “13th   4,327  4327 is 0.00130725075528700%  of 331,000,000. 
       “14th   3,848  3848 is 0.00116253776435050%  of 331,000,000. 
       “15th   3,928  3928 is 0.00118670694864050%  of 331 000 000. 
       “16th   3,409  3409 is 0.00102990936555890%  of 331,000,000. 
       “17th   3,352  3352 is 0.00101268882175230%  of 331,000,000. 
       “18th   1,723  1723 is 0.00052054380664653%  of 331,000,000. 
       “19th   1,403  1403 is 0.00042386706948640%  of 331,000,000. 
       “20th   2,727  2727 is 0.00082386706948640%  of 331,000,000. 
       “21st   4,375  4375 is 0.00132175226586100%  of 331,000,000. 
       “22nd   3,955  3955 is 0.00119486404833840%  of 331,000,000. 
       “23rd   3,758  3755 is 0.00113444108761330%  of 331,000,000. 
       “24th   3,332  3332 is 0.00100664652567980%  of 331,000,000. 
       “25th   1,775  1755 is 0.00053021148036254%  of 331,000,000. 
       “26th   1,915  1915 is 0.00057854984894260%  of 331,000,000. 
       “27th   4,087  4087 is 0.00123474320241690%  of 331,000,000. 
       “28th   3,943  3943 is 0.00119123867069490%  of 331,000,000. 
       “29th   4,000  4000 is 0.00120845921450150%  of 331,000,000. 
         “30th   3,604  3604 is 0.00108882175226590% of 331,000,000. 
       “31st   2,664  2664 is 0.00080483383685801% of 331,000,000. 
20/31   11/31           January 20 days with at least 1 or more deaths per county 
   January 11 days with 1 or less death per county 
   3,142 counties in the U.S. plus Washington, D.C. 
   Reading decimal places: 
   .01 = tenths   001 = hundreds 0001 = thousandths 
   Example: January 31st = 1/8,000 of 1%  
 
   Reported       National 
February, 2021 Covid -19 Deaths Percentage Rate  Population 
      “  1st   1,794  1794 is 0.00054199395770393% of 331,000,000. 
      “  2nd   2,031  2031 is 0.00061359516616314% of 331,000,000. 
      “  3rd   3,530  3530 is 0.00106646525679760% of 331,000,000. 
      “  4th   3,912  3912 is 0.00118187311178250% of 331,000,000. 
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      “  5th   5,077  5097 is 0.00153987915407850% of 331,000,000. 
      “  6th   3,674  3674 is 0.00110996978851960% of 331,000,000. 
      “  7th   2,614  2614 is 0.00078972809667674% of 331,000,000. 
      “  8th   1,276  1276 is 0.00038549848942598% of 331,000,000. 
      “  9th   1,596  1596 is 0.00048217522658610% of 331,000,000. 
      “10th   3,131  3131 is 0.00094592145015106% of 331,000,000. 
      “11th   3,364  3364 is 0.00101631419939580% of 331,000,000. 
      “12th   3,877  3877 is 0.00117129909365560% of 331,000,000. 

      “13th   5,443 ❶ 5443 is 0.00164441087613290% of 331,000,000. 

      “14th   3,361  3361 is 0.00101540785498490% of 331,000,000. 
      “15th   1,088  1088 is 0.00032870090634441% of 331,000,000. 
      “16th      989    989 is 0.00029879154078550% of 331,000,000. 
      “17th   1,756  1756 is 0.00053051359516616% of 331,000,000. 
      “18th   2,459  2459 is 0.00074290030211480% of 331,000,000. 
      “19th   2,558  2558 is 0.00077280966767372% of 331,000,000. 
      “20th   2,706  2706 is 0.00081752265861027% of 331,000,000. 
      “21st   1,844  1844 is 0.00055709969788520% of 331,000,000. 
      “22nd   1,249  1249 is 0.00037734138972810% of 331,000,000. 
      “23rd   1,413  1413 is 0.00042688821752266% of 331,000,000. 
      “24th   2,550  2550 is 0.00077039274924471% of 331,000,000. 
      “25th   3,230  3230 is 0.00097583081570997% of 331,000,000. 
      “26th   2,417  2417 is 0.00073021148036254% of 331,000,000. 
      “27th   2,151  2151 is 0.00064984894259819% of 331,000,000. 
      “28th   1,536  1536 is 0.00046404833836858% of 331,000,000. 
19/28   9/28  February 9 days with at least 1 or more deaths per county 
   February 19 days with 1 or less deaths per county 
    3,142 counties in the U.S. plus the District of Columbia 

❶Feb. 13th Includes 2,000 unreported from Ohio 

 
   Reported       National 
March, 2021  Covid-19 Deaths Percentage Rate  Population 
     “  1st  1,097   1097 is 0.00033141993957704% of 331,000,000. 
     “  2nd   1,566  1566 is 0.00047311178247734% of 331,000,000. 
     “  3rd   1,924  1924 is 0.00058126888217523% of 331,000,000. 
     “  4th   2,468  2468 is 0.00074561933534743% of 331,000,000. 
     “  5th   1,903  1903 is 0.00057492447129909% of 331,000,000. 
     “  6th   2,476  2476 is 0.00074803625377643% of 331,000,000. 
     “  7th   1,485  1485 is 0.00044864048338369% of 331,000,000. 
     “  8th      669    669 is 0.00020211480362538% of 331,000,000. 
     “  9th      719    719 is 0.00021722054380665% of 331,000,000. 
     “10th   1,947  1947 is 0.00058821752265861% of 331,000,000. 
     “11th   1,564  1564 is 0.00047250755287009% of 331,000,000. 
      “12th

   1,557  1557 is 0.00047039274924471%  of 331,000,000. 
     “13th   1,769  1769 is 0.00053444108761329% of 331,000,000. 
     “14th   1,725  1725 is 0.00052114803625378% of 331,000,000. 
     “15th      564    564 is 0.00017039274924471% of 331,000,000. 
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     “16th      751    751 is 0.00022688821752266% of 331,000,000. 
    “17th   1,245  1245 is 0.00037613293051360% of 331,000,000. 
    “18th   1,117  1117 is 0.00033746223564955% of 331,000,000. 
    “19th   1,558  1558 is 0.00047069486404834% of 331,000,000. 
    “20th   1,531  1531 is 0.00046253776435045% of 331,000,000. 
    “21st      733    733 is 0.00022145015105740% of 331,000,000. 
    “22nd      444    444 is 0.00013413897280967% of 331,000,000. 
    “23rd      650    650 is 0.00019637462235650% of 331,000,000. 
    “24th   1,454  1454 is 0.00043927492447130% of 331,000,000. 
    “25th   1,522  1522 is 0.00045981873111782% of 331,000,000. 
    “26th   1,270  1270 is 0.00038368580060423% of 331,000,000. 
      “27th   1,260  1260 is 0.00038066465256798%  of 331,000,000. 
    “28th      777    777 is 0.00023474320241692% of 331,000,000. 
    “29th   1,260  1260 is 0.00038066465256798% of 331,000,000. 
    “30th      685    685 is 0.00020694864048338% of 331,000,000. 
    “31st      948    948 is 0.00028640483383686% of 331,000,000. 
 31/31   March had zero days where the death rate exceeded more than 
   a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S.  The new CDC 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Director Rochelle Walensky appeared to be 
fighting back tears during a Monday March 29th news conference with the White 
House's COVID-19 response team as she warned Americans about the rising seven-
day average of new cases.   
 
   Reported       National 
April, 2021  Covid-19 Deaths Percentage Rate  Population 
   “   1st    1,138  1138 is 0.00034380664652568% of 331,000,000. 
    “   2nd      948    948 is 0.00028640483383686% of 331,000,000. 
   “   3rd      961    961 is 0.00029033232628399% of 331 000 000. 
   “   4th      748    748 is 0.00022598187311178% of 331,000,000. 
   “   5th      277    277 is 0.00008368580060422% of 331,000,000 
   “   6th      530    530 is 0.00016012084592145% of 331 000 000. 
   “   7th      907    907 is 0.00027401812688822% of 331,000,000. 
   “   8th      992    992 is 0.00029969788519637% of 331 000 000.  
   “   9th      995    995 is 0.00030060422960725% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 10th      685    685 is 0.00020694864048338% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 11th                        700    700 is 0.00021148036253776% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 12th      296    296 is 0.00008942598187311% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 13th      476    476 is 0.00014380664652568% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 14th      987    987 is 0.00029818731117825% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 15th                        932    932 is 0.00028157099697885% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 16th      909    909 is 0.00027462235649547% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 17th        Reported 909    909 is 0.00027462235649547% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 18th                        674     674 is 0.00020362537764350% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 19th                        352    352 is 0.00010634441087613% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 20th     483    483 is 0.00014592145015106% of 331,000,000. 
   “ 21st     729    729 is 0.00022024169184290% of 331,000,000. 
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  “ 22nd   483   483 is 0.00014592145015106% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 23rd              901        901 is 0.00027220543806640% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 24th   673   673 is 0.00020332326283988% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 25th   725   725 is 0.00021903323262840% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 26th   282   282 is 0.00008519637462235% of 331,000,000.   
  “ 27th   479   479 is 0.00014471299093656% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 28th   764   764 is 0.00023081570996979% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 29th   950   950 is 0.00028700906344411% of 331,000,000. 
  “ 30th   879   879 is 0.00026555891238671% of 331,000,000. 
30/30   April had zero days where the death rate exceeded more than  
                                a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S.   
 
 
   Reported       National 
May, 2021  Covid Deaths   Percentage Rate  Population  
  “  1st    858   858 is 0.00025921450151057% of 331,000,000. 
  “  2nd   702   702 is 0.00021208459214502% of 331,000,000. 
  “  3rd    299   299 is 0.00009033232628398% of 331,000,000. 
  “  4th    738   738 is 0.00022296072507553% of 331,000,000. 
  “  5th    890   890 is 0.00026888217522659% of 331,000,000. 
  “  6th    794   794 is 0.00023987915407855% of 331,000,000. 
  “  7th    818   818 is 0.00024712990936556% of 331,000,000. 
  “  8th    815   815 is 0.00024622356495468% of 331,000,000. 
  “  9th    607   607 is 0.00018338368580060% of 331,000,000. 
  “10th    246   246 is 0.00007432024169184% of 331,000,000. 
  “11th    367   367 is 0.00011087613293051% of 331,000,000. 
  “12th   693   693 is 0.00020936555891239% of 331,000,000. 
  “13th    838   838 is 0.00025317220543807% of 331,000,000. 
  “14th    848   848 is 0.00025619335347432% of 331,000,000. 
  “15th    732   732 is 0.00022114803625378% of 331,000,000. 
  “16th    559   559 is 0.00016888217522659% of 331,000,000. 
  “17th    291   291 is 0.00008791540785498% of 331,000,000. 
  “18th    385   385 is 0.00011631419939577% of 331,000,000. 
  “19th    867   867 is 0.00026193353474320% of 331,000,000.  
  “20th    675   675 is 0.00020392749244713% of 331,000,000. 
  “21st    654   654 is 0.00019758308157100% of 331,000,000. 
  “22nd   694   694 is 0.00020966767371601% of 331,000,000. 
  “23rd    478   478 is 0.00014441087613293% of 331,000,000. 
  “24th    189   189 is 0.00005709969788515% of 331,000,000. 
  “25th    416   416 is 0.00012567975830816% of 331,000,000. 
  “26th   695   695 is 0.00020966767371601% of 331,000,000. 
  “27th    964   964 is 0.00029123867069486% of 331,000,000. 
  “28th           1,339           1339 is 0.00040453172205438% of 331,000,000. 
  “29th    643   643 is 0.00019425981873112% of 331,000,000 
  “30th    338   338 is 0.00010211480362538% of 331,000,000. 
  “31st    131   131 is 0.00003957703927495% of 331,000,000. 
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31/31   May had zero days where the death rate exceeded more than   
   a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S. 
   May was the fourth consecutive month without a single day 
   death figure reaching 3,142 deaths.  February was the last time 
   when the death rate surpassed 3,142. 
 
   Reported        National 
June, 2021  Covid Deaths    Percentage Rate           Population 
“  1st   150  150 is 0.00004531722054380% of 331,000,000 
“  2nd    519  519 is 0.00015679758308157% of 331,000,000. 
“  3rd    598  598 is 0.00018066465256798% of 331,000,000. 
“  4th    614  614 is 0.00018549848942598% of 331,000,000. 
“  5th    546  546 is 0.00016495468277946% of 331,000,000. 
“  6th    362  362 is 0.00010936555891239% of 331,000,000. 
“  7th    253  246 is 0.00007432024169184% of 331,000,000. 
“  8th    365  365 is 0.00011027190332326% of 331,000,000. 
“  9th    373  373 is 0.00011268882175227% of 331,000,000. 
“10th    449  449 is 0.00013564954682779% of 331,000,000. 
“11th    412  412 is 0.00012447129909366% of 331,000,000. 
“12th   730  730 is 0.00022054380664653% of 331,000,000. 
“13th    170  170 is 0.00005709969788515% of 331,000,000. 
“14th    101  101 is 0.00003051359516616% of 331,000,000. 
“15th   145   145 is 0.00004380664652567% of 331,000,000. 
“16th    389  389 is 0.00011752265861027% of 331,000,000. 
“17th    369  369 is 0.00011148036253776% of 331,000,000. 
“18th    280  291 is 0.00008791540785498% of 331,000,000. 
“19th    469  469 is 0.00014169184290030% of 331,000,000. 
“20th    169  169 is 0.00005105740181268% of 331,000,000.  
“21st      90    90 is 0.00002719033232628% of 331,000,000. 
“22nd    288  288 is 0.00008700906344410% of 331,000,000. 
“23rd    432  432 is 0.00013051359516616% of 331,000,000. 
“24th    398  398 is 0.00012024169184290% of 331,000,000. 
“25th    355  355 is 0.00010725075528701% of 331,000,000. 
“26th    451  451 is 0.00013625377643505% of 331,000,000. 
“27th    126  126 is 0.00003806646525679% of 331,000,000. 
“28th      96    96 is 0.00002900302114803% of 331,000,000. 
“29th    161  161 is 0.00004864048338368% of 331,000,000. 
“30th    311  311 is 0.00009395770392749% of 331,000,000. 
30/30   June had zero days where the death rate exceeded more than   
   a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S. 
   June was the fifth consecutive month without a single day 
   death figure reaching 3,142 deaths.  February was the last time 
   when the death rate surpassed 3,142 or 1 death per county. 
 
   Reported          National 
July, 2021  Covid Deaths Percentage Rate   Population  
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“   1st    287  287 is 0.00008700906344409% of 331,000,000. 
“  2nd   296  296 is 0.00008791540785499% of 331,000,000. 
“  3rd     No Report by the CDC 
“  4th      86  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“  5th      37  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“  6th      41  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“  7th    714  714 is 0.00021570996978852% of 331,000,000. 
“  8th    317  317 is 0.00009577039274924% of 331,000,000. 
“  9th    366  366 is 0.00011057401812689% of 331,000,000. 
“10th    406  406 is 0.00012265861027190% of 331,000,000. 
“11th      91  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“12th      27  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“13th    258   258 is 0.00007432024169194% of 331,000,000. 
“14th    825  825 is 0.00024924471299094% of 331,000,000. 
“15th     393  393 is 0.00011873111782477% of 331,000,000. 
“16th    338  338 is 0.00010211480362538% of 331,000,000. 
“17th   362  362 is 0.00010936555891239% of 331,000,000. 
“18th      63  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“19th      37  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“20th      622  622 is 0.00018791540785498% of 331,000,000. 
“21st     300  300 is 0.00009063444108760% of 331,000,000. 
“22nd    397    397 is 0.00011993957703927% of 331,000,000. 
“23rd    362  362 is 0.00010936555891239% of 331,000,000. 
“24th     486  486 is 0.00014682779456193% of 331,000,000. 
“25th    101  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“26th      49  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“27th    273  273 is 0.00008670906344409% of 331,000,000. 
“28th    406  406 is 0.00012265861027190% of 331,000,000. 
“29th    501  501 is 0.00015135951661631% of 331,000,000. 
“30th    386  386 is 0.00011661631419940% of 331,000,000. 
“31st    671  671 is 0.00020271903323263% of 331,000,000. 
31/31   July had zero days where the death rate exceeded more than  
   a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S. 
   July was the sixth consecutive month with a single day 
   death figure reaching 3,142 deaths.  February was the last time 
   when the death rate surpassed 3,142 or 1 death per county. 
   There were nine days in July when the death numbers were of  
   no statistical significance.  
 
   Reported          National  
August, 2021 Covid Deaths Percentage Rate    Population 
“  1st   144  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“  2nd      63  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“  3rd    454  454 is 0.00013716012084592% of 331,000,000. 
“  4th    668  668 is 0.00020181268882175% of 331,000,000. 
“  5th    725  725 is 0.00021903323262840% of 331,000,000.  
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“ 6th    574  574 is 0.00017341389728097% of 331,000,000. 

“ 7th    849  849 is 0.00025649546827795% of 331,000,000. 
“ 8th    206  206 is 0.00007432024169184% of 331,000,000. 
“ 9th   131  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“10th     720  720 is 0.00021752265861027% of 331,000,000. 
“11th           1,049          1049 is 0.00031691842900302% of 331,000,000. 
“12th    338  338 is 0.00010211480362538% of 331,000,000. 
“13th            1,022          1022 is 0.00030881841900352% of 331,000,000. 
“14th           1,089          1089 is 0.00032900302114804% of 331,000,000. 
“15th          1,687          1687 is 0.00050966767371601% of 331,000,000.  
“16th    177   Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“17th             844            844 is 0.00025498489425982% of 331,000,000.   
“18th    620  620 is 0.00018731117824773% of 331,000,000. 
“19th           1,734          1734 is 0.00052386706948640% of 331,000,000. 
“20th           1,734          1734 is 0.00052386706948640% of 331,000,000. 
“21st           1,532          1532 is 0.00046283987915408% of 331,000,000. 
“22nd    469  469 is 0.00014169184290030% of 331,000,000. 
“23rd    185  Statistically of no significance or consequence. 
“24th          1,350           1350 is 0.00040453172205438% of 331,000,000. 
“25th           1,406          1406 is 0.00042477341389728% of 331,000,000. 
“26th           1,470          1470 is 0.00044410876132931% of 331,000,000. 
“27th           1,567          1567 is 0.00047341389728097% of 331,000,000. 
“28th          2,035          2035 is 0.00061480362537764% of 331,000,000. 

“29th              304                304 is 0.00009184290030211% of 331,000,000. 
“30th   280   280 is 0.00008459214501510% of 331,000,000.          
“31st           1,725           1725 is 0.00052114803625378% of 331,000,000.          
31/31          Del Bigtree and Jeffrey Jaxen on The High Wire Episode 229  
   exposed a variety of CDC data manipulation and exaggeration of its 
   reports.  Figures for 19th and 20th suspect.  There have been no  
   days since February 14th when  the daily death rate equaled or  
   exceeded a single death per the 3,142 counties in the U.S.   
 
   Reported           National  
September  Deaths  Percentage Rate     Population 
“ 1st           1,438         1438 is 0.00043444108761329% of 331,000,000. 
“ 2nd           2,627         2627 is 0.00079365558912387% of 331,000,000. 
“ 3rd             3,024         3024 is 0.00091359516616314% of 331,000,000. 
“ 4th           1,387         1387 is 0.00041903323262840% of 331,000,000. 
“ 5th              330           330 is 0.00009969788519637% of 331,000,000. 
“ 6th    377           377 is 0.00011389728096677% of 331,000,000. 
“ 7th            1,263         1263 is 0.00038157099697885% of 331,000,000. 
“ 8th           2,571         2571 is 0.00077673716012085% of 331,000,000. 
“ 9th           1,963         1963 is 0.00059305135951662% of 331,000,000. 
’10th            3,709         3709 is 0.00112054380664650% of 331,000,000. 
“11th           1,399         1399 is 0.00042265861027190% of 331,000,000.          
“12th    475           475 is 0.00014350453172205% of 331,000,000. 
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13th            921         921 is 0.00027824773413897% of 331,000,000. 
14th         1.021        1021 is 0.00030845921450151% of 331,000,000. 
15th         3,690       3690 is 0.00111480362537760% of 331,000,000. 
16th         2,722       2722 is 0.00082235649546828% of 331,000,000. 
17th         3,365             3365 is 0.00101661631419940% of 331,000,000. 
18th        1,900       1900 is 0.00057401812688822% of 331,000,000. 
19th            381               381 is 0.00011510574018127% of 331 000 000. 
20th            292               292 is 0.00008217522658610% of 331,000,000. 
21st          3,484       3484 is 0.00105256797583080% of 331,000,000.  
22nd         2,580       2580 is 0.00077945619335347% of 331,000,000. 
23rd         2,626       2626 is 0.00079335347432024% of 331,000,000. 

24th         2,626       2626 is 0.00079335347432024% of 331,000,000. 
25th         2,574       2574 is 0.00077764350453172% of 331,000,000. 
26th                           57         Statistically of no significance or consequence 
27th            302         302 is 0.00009184290030211% of 331,000,000. 
28th         3,623       3623 is 0.00109456193353470% of 331,000,000. 
29th        1,448       1448 is 0.00437462235649550% of 331,000,000. 
30th                  2,633        2633 is 0.00795468277945620% of 331,000,000. 
5/30 25/30  September had 5 days with at least 1 death per U.S. county. 
   Days with low numbers correspond to weekends and explain the  
   sudden decline or drops from days with higher numbers.  Spring  
   and summer months are not as noticeable but as we have moved  
   into the cooler months when the cold and flu season become more  
   evident, the disparity becomes evident.  
 
           Reported        National 
October          Deaths             Percentage  Rate  Population 
1st         2,985  2985 is 0.00090181268882175% of 331,000,000. 
2nd         1,862   1862 is 0.00056253776435045% of 331,000,000. 
3rd            348    348 is 0.00010513595166163% of 331,000,000. 
4th            249    249 is 0.00007522658610271% of 331,000,000. 
5th         2,990  2990 is 0.00090332326283988% of 331,000,000. 
6th         2,434  2434 is 0.00073534743202417% of 331,000,000. 
7th         1,992  1992 is 0.00060181268882175% of 331,000,000. 
8th         2,756  2756 is 0.00083262839879154% of 331,000,000. 
9th         1,324  1324 is 0.00040000000000000% of 331,000,000. 
10th            556    556 is 0.00016797583081571% of 331,000,000. 
11th            428    428 is 0.00012930513595166% of 331,000,000. 
12th          1,856  1856 is 0.00056072507552870% of 331,000,000. 
13th          2,991   2991 is 0.00090362537764350% of 331,000,000. 
14th        1,992   1992 is 0.00060181268882175% of 331,000,000. 
15th          2,069  2069 is 0.00062507552870091% of 331,000,000. 
16th         1,353  1353 is 0.00040876132930514% of 331,000,000. 
17th            262    262 is 0.00007915407854984% of 331,000,000. 
18th           170     Statistically of no significance or consequence 
19th         2,572  2572 is 0.00077703927492447% of 331,000,000. 
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20th      2,238           2238 is 0.00067613293051360% of 331,000,000. 
21st       2,875           2875 is 0.00086858006042296% of 331,000,000. 
22nd      2,051                   2051 is 0.00061963746223565% of 331,000,000.  
23rd      1,488           1488 is 0.00044954682779456% of 331,000,000. 
24th         297   297 is 0.00008217522658610% of 331,000,000. 
25th         112    Statistically of no significance or consequence  
26th      1,414           1414 is 0.00042719033232628% of 331,000,000. 
27th      2,895           2895 is 0.00087462235649547% of 331,000,000. 
28th      1,504           1504 is 0.00045438066465257% of 331,000,000. 
29th        1,779           1779 is 0.00053746223564955% of 331,000,000. 
30th      1,615           1615 is 0.00048791540785498% of 331,000,000. 
31st            59    Statistically of no significance or consequence 
31/31 / 31/31 
   October had zero days with at least 1 death per county in the U.S. 
   While public health officials keep beating the drum for vaxxes, the  
   data does not support their claims of a pandemic, not even an  
   epidemic.  The fear-mongering, false narrative, continues to   
   obfuscate the truth.  As the government does so efficiently, it  
   continues its mantra to “Confuse, Divide and Conquer.”  On the  
   majority of days, the percentage of deaths are in the 10-thousandth 
   percentile range, highlighted by the number in red.   
 
In Italy, the government has had to confess up to the fact that Covid was not much more 
than a common cold. Anyway, here is the Italian bombshell report translated into 
English and released a week ago.  The mainstream media is not touching this story, 
and one can easily tell why. 
 
Franco Bechis, October 21, 2021 
 
According to the new report (which had not been updated since July) from the Higher 
Institute of Health on mortality from Covid, the virus that brought the world to its knees 
would have killed far fewer than a common flu. 
 
It seems a bizarre and contra-vax statement, but according to the statistical sample of 
medical records collected by the institute, only 2.9% of the deaths registered since the 
end of February 2020 were caused by Covid 19.  
 
So of the 130,468 deaths registered by official statistics at the time of preparation of the 
new report only 3,783 would be due to the power of the virus itself. 
 
Because all the other Italians who lost their lives had from one to five diseases which, 
according to the ISS, therefore already left them little hope. 
 
Even 67.7% would have had more than three contemporary diseases together, and 
18% at least two together. 
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Now I personally know many people, but none who have the misfortune of having five 
serious illnesses at the same time. I would like to trust our scientists, then I go to read 
the ailments listed which would be no secondary reason for the loss of so many Italians 
and I begin to feed some profound doubts. 
 
According to the ISS, 65.8% of Italians who are no longer with us after being infected 
with Covid were ill with arterial hypertension, that is, they had high blood pressure. 
23.5% were also suffering from dementia, 29.3% added some diabetes to their 
ailments, 24.8% also atrial fibrillation. 
 
And that’s not enough: 17.4% already had sick lungs, 16.3% had had cancer in the last 
5 years; 15.7% suffered from heart failure. 
 
 

 
 
 

I have been tracking the official deaths attributed to Covid-19 since 
December of 2020.  The reporting period I have focused on covers  
the period from January 1, 2021 until early November, 2021.  I merely 
attached the current data tracking to my original report for December, 
2020. 
 
There are 3,142 counties in the U.S. mainland.  There are 100 counties 
in the U.S. territories of America Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana 
Islands, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.  These are not part of the 
CDC reporting data. 
 
The last date this year where the death rate was greater than 1 per 
3,142 counties was February 25th, 2021.  We have had 7 full months 
with deaths recorded to Covid-19 with fewer than 1 death per county 
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in the U.S.  That certainly proves that this is about something other 
than a rogue novel virus.  Then on September 10th, 2021 the CDC 
reported 3,709 deaths for that date.   
 
The U.S. stopped tracking the seasonal flu during early 2020, and has 
ceased to report deaths to the flu.  They actually lumped deaths to the 
flu as being Covid-19.  Dishonest at the least! 
 
An examination of death certificates has been ongoing since earlier 
this year.  Of the original data, approximately 169,000 deaths, only 
9,000+ actually can be confirmed as Covid-19.  The other deaths were 
due to comorbidity health issues related to heart, lungs, kidneys, and 
liver diseases.   
 
The CDC states that 7,900 citizens die each day in the U.S.  
 
The last day of July 31, 2021, 671 deaths were reported due to Covid-
19, or 0.00020271903323263% of a population of 331,000,000.  This is 
the equivalent to 2/10,000ths of a percentage point.   
 
As death records have been subsequently re-studied, there is serious 
reason to now doubt all the CDC data.  They have failed to provide 
slide samples of this so-called “novel” virus to nearly a hundred 
countries seeking samples for study.  They have been caught 
cheating, and hiding the evidence to support their premises.  Their 
latest excuse to deceive has been to delay the data reporting for 
months. 
 
We now know the reason they have not been able to provide slide 
samples is because none exists.  There is no such thing as a Covid-
virus.  It was created as “synthetic” biology on a computer screen.  
That is hard for people to grasp, but this originated in a virus lab as a 
computer code.   
 
As you can see, tell a lie long enough, and loud enough, people will 
come to the point of believing the lie as truth!  The globalists want us 
all dead and they are using the media to sell their propaganda. 
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Can you think of any virus in your lifetime that posed an exaggerated 
threat rate of death to the population of one person for every county 
in the U.S. which has 3,142 counties in the continental U.S.?   
 
 
 

Never! 
This has been a criminal 
conspiracy from day 1 

 

You are welcome to share 

this with anyone you wish! 
 
Blessings in Jesus’ Precious Name, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22    
 

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22
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https://churchmilitant.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e719ceb125642d4ba546b7842&id=724d6c557a&e=fc33b94783

